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Twitter: Twitch: Facebook: GameHub: Kismet: Google Play
Store: App Store: Playlist: Gameplay begins with the player
character Samus Aran. In their current path, they encounter
a hostile extraterrestrial called an Infestation. Upon defeating
this creature, Samus is able to recover an attachment called
the Space Jump Modifier. The Space Jump Modifier is a device
that, when affixed to a suit of space armor, increases the
maximum jump distance. The protagonist, Samus, then
assumes the identity of GLaDOS, a robot that was developed
to help authorities apprehend criminals. She will befriend
other personalities, such as Dr. Light, who controls the
secondary Prime suit; the Female Chozo, responsible for
creating the facility; and the Morphing Metroid, the artificial
organism that is the facility's guest. Samus will be required
to search for the Metroids' Master Brain in order to release
the Metroids, which results in a huge infestation. After doing
so, Samus confronts some of the facility's contractors and
learns that they were responsible for creating the Metroids.
Throughout her quest, Samus will encounter numerous
robots, including Atlas, who is the facility's primary creator;
AIs such as IG-88, who is inspired by the Human Genome
Project; and the AI Sarah. Samus's primary mission is to stop
the Metroids and their servants as she seeks the means of
survival and the potential for escape. However, Samus can
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access eight different paths, each with its own storyline, set
throughout the facility. Each path also requires the
completion of certain missions. Info
Earth Defense Force: Insect Armageddon Features Key:
Enjoy the trick-based battles with random elements and dazzling visual combos.
Create your own army in epic battles against other players.
A balanced experience between novice and expert players.

KAKU: Ancient Seal /?????? Game screenshots:
KAKU: Ancient Seal /?????? Totalvariant Games Key features:
A traditional RPG experience with random elements and dazzling visual combinations.
Allow players to enjoy the RPG battle experience with an unlimited number of characters.
Familiar characters from the original “KAKU: Ancient Seal” are included as well as new characters.
A variety of weapon classes, combined with classic weapon properties and gameplay: magic, fire, wind,
water, lightning, defense, stealth, and teleportation, with many other weapon types that vary from fighting
arts, swords, fists, and daggers.
A story mode with 9 battles where characters are randomly generated.
Challenge maps and sub-story modes where players can advance to new maps and realms that includes a
“revival war” to redo challenges levels and proceed to the next battle.

KAKU: Ancient Seal /?????? Game screenshots:
KAKU: Ancient Seal /?????? Totalvariant Games Key features:
A traditional RPG battle system with random elements and dazzling visual combinations.
Allow players to enjoy a variety of battle combinations with unlimited number of characters.
Familiar characters from the original “KAKU: Ancient Seal” are included as well as new characters.
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